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THE GLOBAL CRISIS
Addressing the amphibian extinction crisis curently represents
one of the greatest species conservation challenge in the history of
humanity. The Global Amphibian Assessment (Stuart et al. 2004)
revealed that one third to one half of the world’s 6000 amphibian
species are threatened with extinction. This is significantly more
than any other group of organisms: by comparison, 12% of bird
species and 23% of mammal species are threatened. As many as
165 amphibian species have already disappeared in recent years.
This qualifies as a mass extinction event, and deserves special
attention for reasons of ethics and also because amphibians deliver substantial goods and services to their ecosystems and to
humans (e.g., biomedicines). The amphibian crisis has taught us a
valuable lesson in that 20 years of monitoring, research, and conservation action have advanced our state of knowledge of the situation, but these efforts have failed to prevent numerous extinctions in places such as Australia, Puerto Rico, Costa Rica, and
Ecuador. This sends the message that “business as usual” in terms
of research and conservation, while remaining crucial, are insufficient by themselves to confront this crisis (Mendelson et al. 2006).
THE AMPHIBIAN CONSERVATION ACTION PLAN
The myriad intertwined factors likely affecting amphibian declines and extinctions require novel, cross-disciplinary approaches
to research and conservation. In September 2005, the IUCN and
Conservation International convened an Amphibian Conservation
Summit in Washington, DC. The world’s amphibian authorities
from academia, zoos, government, veterinary medicine, and other
diverse disciplines gathered to conceptualize a global Amphibian
Conservation Action Plan (ACAP, Gascon et al. 2007), outlining
general responses required in the fields of research, assessment,
conservation, and rapid responses to stem widespread global amphibian extinctions. The entire ACAP may be downloaded from
the website of the IUCN-SSC Amphibian Specialist Group
(www.amphibians.org).
The ACAP emphasizes basic research targeted at the underlying causes of amphibian declines, specifically highlighting diseases, climate change, and environmental contamination. The

The Lemur Leaf Frog Hylomantis (= Phyllomedusa) lemur is listed by
IUCN as Endangered across its entire range in Costa Rica, Panama, and
Colombia. Its current status in the wild appears to continue to decline as
populations in Panama are being sequentially impacted by epidemics of
amphibian chytridiomycosis. Following guidelines laid out by the Amphibian Conservation Action Plan and the Amphibian Ark, this species is
currently well established in ex-situ populations in USA, UK, Costa Rica,
and Panama and in-situ efforts are ongoing in Costa Rica. Progeny from
the captive colonies are now forming the basis for basic academic studies
on chytridiomycosis. Photo by Ron Holt/Courtesy Atlanta Botanical Garden.

ACAP calls for aggressive field efforts to refine our knowledge of
amphibian diversity (phylogeny and taxonomy), distributions, and
conservation status, in order to continuously update the Global
Amphibian Assessment (www.globalamphibians.org). Conservation programs must address important long-term objectives in habitat protection, while also managing the difficult arenas of reintroductions and control of harvest. Finally, the ACAP delegation
agreed that there are a number of examples in the wild where rapidresponse interventions might be necessary. Such programs are to
include capacity for responding to impending crises related to habitat loss, contamination, or disease outbreak, and also establishing
a globally organized program to maintain captive survival assurance populations. Captive populations may represent short- or long-
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term temporary solutions to prevent extinctions, while necessary
research and conservation programs work to address the primary
threats. They also should represent phylogenetically diverse groups
for important research programs (e.g., evolution of resistance to
emerging infectious diseases). These captive programs fall under
the auspices of the newly launched Amphibian Ark (Pavajeau et
al., in press; see below).
Despite substantial progress in recent years in understanding
the underlying causes of the amphibian crisis, significant research
gaps remain. Examples include:
• what are the effects of long-term sub-lethal exposure to
environmental contaminants?
• are there direct cause-effect linkages between climate and
disease?
• how exactly does chytridiomycosis kill amphibians?
• how and why are some species more affected by certain
threats than are others?
• how is chytridiomycosis spread, and does the pathogen have
a resting stage?
• can we design bioreserves to protect against invasive species, emerging infectious diseases, contaminants, and climate change?
These projects, among many others, will require significant time,
effort, and resources before their results can be applied in any
meaningful way to conserve amphibians. These questions will also
require truly cross-disciplinary approaches, if we are to have any
hope of identifying and responding to the potential synergistic effects between the various documented threats to amphibians. Using the ACAP as an outline, the specific role of the IUCN/SSC
Amphibian Specialist Group is to support a holistic approach to
the amphibian crisis that includes complementary efforts among
in situ and ex situ conservation programs, basic research, and related issues of policy, law, ethics, and public education.
A CALL TO ACTION FOR CONSERVATION RESEARCH
Academic institutions are the centers for much of the basic research necessary to inform conservation programs. Never has the
connection between basic research and conservation been more
imperative than in the present amphibian crisis. Mendelson et al.
(2006) opined that the status quo approach of programs of researchas-usual and conservation-as-usual are insufficient to confront this
crisis. The basic problem in this case is that conservationists, landmanagers, and other stakeholders literally do not know how to
implement conservation programs in the face of threats as global
and pervasive as emerging infectious disease and climate change.
Thus, synthetic programs must be coordinated among the research
institutions globally, in order to discover the science underlying
the current threats to amphibian biodiversity. This research must
take place against a backdrop of continued vigilance of programs
to protect habitat, prevent overexploitation, and other “familiar”
threats to biodiversity. However, basic research takes time, and
recent history has demonstrated that the passage of time correlates with additional amphibian extinctions. Thus, while researchers work to answer basic questions relevant to amphibian conservation (e.g., “Does amphibian chytrid fungus persist in the environment, in the absence of amphibians?”) their results may come
too late to save some species. Thus the clarion call was sounded to
bolster such research programs contemporaneously with ambitious
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conservation programs (Gascon et al. 2007; Mendelson et al. 2006).
There have been a number of world-class amphibian research
programs and facilities at universities and museums (e.g., Kluge
1996; Myers 2000; Trueb and Duellman 1996) that have framed
our understanding of amphibian biology, and also our fundamental skills for maintaining and breeding certain species in captivity
(e.g., Cullum and Justus 1973; Nace 1968; Nace et al. 1974). Nevertheless, these programs historically have tended to function in
isolation from ongoing conservation programs—in fact, the focus
was never on conservation. Fortunately, however, the recent call
for integrated research and conservation programs comes as some
such programs already exist (see below).
MODEL PROGRAMS
Environmental Contaminants
MICHELLE BOONE
Miami University, e-mail: boonemd@muohio.edu

Contaminants are both accidentally and purposefully released
into the environment and can move through local, regional, and
global cycles that result in widespread chemical exposure in both
protected and human-dominated landscapes. Therefore, understanding how contaminants can influence population dynamics and
community regulation is of great importance, particularly in light
of worldwide amphibian population declines. Additionally, contaminants could also play a key role in amphibian declines by interacting with other stressors present in the environment, such as
disease pathogens. While traditionally, toxicology has focused on
lethal concentrations in simple systems in the laboratory, it is critical
to integrate effects found in the laboratory with those in the field
to gain better predictive power for population and community level
consequences of contaminants in nature.
A group of scientists working in the field of ecotoxicology has
been examining the effects of contaminants from the laboratory to
field mesocosms to artificial wetlands to the natural environment,
which has allowed us to explore the ecological ramifications of
chemical exposure to the aquatic and terrestrial environment (reviewed in Boone and James 2005). For instance, our work with
expected environmental concentrations of the insecticide carbaryl
has allowed us to examine how carbaryl’s toxicity was influenced
by competition, predation, and pond hydroperiod across experimental venues (reviewed in Boone and Bridges 2003; Boone et al.
2004). These studies are among the first to examine how natural
environmental factors can alter toxicity. From initial studies, it
became clear that environmental factors influence and modify the
effect of a contaminant on amphibians, that species are differentially susceptible to contaminants, and that the indirect effects of
the contaminants (e.g., altering predator communities and food
resources) are potentially more important than direct effects (Boone
and Bridges 2003; Mills and Semlitsch 2004). We have also manipulated factors associated with chemical application, such as
multiple contaminant exposures through larval development (reviewed in Boone and Bridges 2003) and exposure to chemical
mixtures (reviewed in Boone and James 2005; Boone et al. 2007).
These studies suggest that mimicking contaminant application
through multiple exposures during larval development can stimulate larval development and lead to precocious metamorphosis.
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Additionally, multiple contaminants can result in interactions that
are not predictable from single factor studies. In this respect, these
studies have directly addressed the question of “multiple stressors” and set the stage for evaluating ecological questions related
to contaminants in natural environments that other researchers have
and could follow.
The benefit of an approach evaluating effects of select contaminants in complex experimental environments (rather than broader
testing of different contaminants in the simple laboratory or field
conditions) is that it addresses relevant ecological questions and
evaluates how contaminant effects may change or manifest themselves outside of traditional types of tests used for federal regulation. Currently, we do not understand the ecological effects of the
major classes of chemical contaminants and we are only beginning to explore how other factors mediate the contaminants’ effects. Although there is evidence suggesting that contaminants may
play a role in amphibian population declines (e.g., Davidson et al.
2002), the mechanism is not clear. There is accumulating evidence
indicating that contaminants play a role in the incidence of limb
malformation through increased susceptibility to trematodes
(Johnson and Chase 2004) and can decrease immune response
(Christin et al. 2003; Gilbertson et al. 2003). Such studies suggest
that presence of contaminants in combination with other factors
could contribute to declines. Contaminants are present in the environment, and for this reason evaluating their effects, which can
alter community structure and population dynamics, is of paramount importance.
Diseases
KAREN R. LIPS
Southern Illinois University, e-mail: klips@zoology.siu.edu
JOSEPH R. MENDELSON III
Zoo Atlanta, e-mail: jmendelson@zooatlanta.org

Infectious disease is now acknowledged as a major threat to
amphibian populations and species at a growing number of sites
around the world (Daszak et al. 2003; Stuart et al. 2004; Lips et al.
2006; Ron 2005). While amphibian chytridiomycosis has been the
focus of the majority of investigations in recent years, other pathogens (e.g., ranaviruses) must also be considered (see review by
Daszak et al. 2003). Along with studies related to climate change
(see below), it appears that the relative novelty of disease as a
direct threat to biodiversity has effectively instigated a number of
innovative collaborative projects that represent basic research related to disease or pathogens, but within an explicit framework of
amphibian conservation (e.g., Carey et al. 2006; Harris et al. 2006;
Kriger and Hero 2007; Lips et al. 2006; Rachowicz and Vredenburg
2004; Rollins-Smith et al. 2002; Wilcox 2006; Woodhams et al.
2007). Furthermore, cross-disciplinary research and conservation
programs are coming to exist, such as the Endangered Frog Research Centre at Griffith University, the Amphibian Diseases Research Group at James Cook University (both in Queensland,
Australia), the Integrated Research and Challenges in Environmental Biology amphibian disease group (based at Arizona State
University, USA), the Latin American RANA organization, and
the recently formed international Amphibian Ecotoxicology Consortium. While many more such projects and programs are needed,
the evident synthesis of research and conservation priorities does

bode well for amphibian biodiversity.
A key to the innovative nature and ultimate productivity of such
cross-disciplinary programs is their culture of meeting and collaborating, rather than the more traditional approach of research
labs around the world working independently and thus competing
with one another, whether it be implicitly or explicitly so. Within
such networks graduate students, for example, may have open
access to expertise that that is beyond the scope of their base institution or advisory committee. This type of access to advice and
training effectively ensures future generations of researchers with
a broad array of skills, professional experience, and key contacts
across disciplines. Similarly, international collaborations build a
culture of trust that can simplify layers of bureaucracy, to allow
better focus on the science at hand and improve diplomatic relations among academics across regions.
Climate Change
SANTIAGO R. RON
Museo de Zoología, Pontificia Universidad Católica del Ecuador
e-mail: srron@puce.edu.ec

An increasing number of studies show a correlation between
amphibian population declines and climate change (e.g., Blaustein
et al. 2003; Pounds et al. 2006). Climate change could produce
population declines either directly (e.g., by reducing the area of
distribution of the species’ fundamental niche; Thomas et al. 2004)
or indirectly by interacting with other risk factors. The most widely
studied hypothesis for the role of climate change is known as the
climate-linked epidemic hypothesis (Harvell et al. 2002; Pounds
et al. 2006), which posits that declines are a consequence of synergisms between pathogens and novel climate conditions. A recently proposed variant is the chytrid thermal optimum hypothesis, which posits a link between climate change and population
declines attributable to chytridiomycosis (Bosch et al. 2006; Pounds
et al. 2006).
The available evidence suggests that research on the effects of
climate change could be crucial to develop realistic conservation
programs for amphibians. Future efforts should be directed to explore the link, if any, between climate change and population declines in a more diverse array of taxa and on a larger number of
regions with emphasis in biodiversity hotspots. Because the association between climate change and disease does not necessarily
imply causation, there is an urgent need to test the climate-linked
epidemic hypothesis by acquiring a better understanding of how
climate influences the immune response of amphibians and the
survival rates, virulence, and transmission of pathogens. Climate
change has been linked to disease outbreaks involving more than
one pathogen at a single population (Di Rosa et al. 2007) suggesting that research should test interactions with a broad array of
potential pathogenic agents.
Although there are numerous studies documenting distributional
shifts as a the result of climate change (for a review see Parmesan
2006), there are surprisingly few published reports for amphibians (e.g., Seimon et al. 2007). It is expected that species with
restricted ranges inhabiting polar regions and mountaintops will
experience severe range contractions, population declines and
extinctions (Parmesan 2006). Thus, future efforts should also focus on assessing how climate change is impacting distribution
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ranges, especially in tropical mountains, the regions of greatest
amphibian diversity.
Global warming is unlikely to weaken in the short term. A more
complete baseline dataset on how climate influences disease spread
and outbreaks will allow development of predictive models to forecast regions and taxa that are likely to become threatened by climate change.
THE AMPHIBIAN ARK
Although the only place to truly conserve wildlife is in the wild,
in-situ threats sometimes cannot be mitigated quickly enough to
prevent extirpation or extinction. Even with timely protection from
threats under our immediate control, such as habitat destruction
and over-collection, we cannot protect wild populations from
threats whose effects would continue long after the immediate
cause has ceased, e.g., introduced diseases, climate change, and
pollution. In cases where in-situ threats cannot be mitigated quickly,
as appears to be the case for many of amphibian species, ex-situ
intervention is the only option to prevent immediate extinction.
The IUCN has urged that “All Critically Endangered and Extinct
in the Wild taxa should be subject to ex situ management to ensure
recovery of wild populations.” (IUCN 2002). Comparable calls to
action are included in the Global Amphibian Assessment, the
ACAP, and other IUCN documents. In response to this challenge,
the World Association of Zoos and Aquariums, the IUCN/SSC
Conservation Breeding Specialist Group, and the IUCN/SSC
Amphibian Specialist Group have jointly formed the Amphibian
Ark (www.AmphibianArk.org, Pavajeau et al. in press), to guide
short-term ex situ management to help ensure long-term survival
in nature of amphibian taxa for which adequate protection in the
wild is not currently possible. The AArk will facilitate coordination of ex situ programs implemented by partners around the world,
with the first emphasis on programs within the range countries of
the species, and with a constant attention to our obligation to link
ex situ conservation measures with complementary in situ programs. The AArk will lead a 2008 globally coordinated, zoo-based
awareness and capital campaign, ‘Year of the Frog’
(www.2008YearoftheFrog.org) to help zoos raise the funds to support rapidly developing programs for ex situ rescue efforts, in situ
conservation, research, and communication about the amphibian
extinction crisis. The goal of AArk is to prevent the anticipated
extinction of hundreds of species (sensu Stuart et al. 2004), and to
buy time for these species while ongoing basic research and conservation programs develop effective long-term measures to restore and protect populations in the wild. The program will accomplish this goal primarily by developing capacity globally to
provide amphibian species with care and protection when needed,
and by forming effective partnerships between ex situ and in situ
components of conservation. This framework will provide a model
for responding to future species conservation crises.
A CALL TO ACTION FOR CONSERVATION BREEDING
Ex situ management for conservation is not just a job for zoos,
aquariums, and botanic gardens. Currently there is not enough
capacity among these institutions to meet the needs of most of the
amphibian species that require help. We estimate that the global
zoo community can currently manage viable populations of ~50
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amphibian species, which amounts to perhaps 10% of those requiring ex-situ intervention. If we are to understand the needs and
requirements of the diverse amphibian species that will need help,
and which by the very nature of their vulnerability are likely to be
specialized, it will be important to acknowledge the valuable contribution academic institutions and individuals can provide. In an
effort to increase global capacity, and also harness the skills of
such specialists, the AArk must include the expertise and facilities of universities, natural history museums, and the private sector. Several existing programs serve as models in this arena.
MODEL PROGRAMS
Pontificia Universidad Católica in Quito, Ecuador
LUIS A. COLOMA
e-mail: lcoloma@puce.edu.ec

The Ecuadorian amphibian fauna comprise 464 described species, plus an estimated 270 awaiting discovery and/or description
(Coloma et al. 2007). This fauna is not only one of the most diverse on the planet, but one the most threatened. Threats such as
global warming, pathogens, and habitat destruction are magnified
in this country. For example, mean temperatures in the Andes are
increasing at least twice as fast as the mean global temperature
(Merino-Viteri et al. 2005; Ron et al. 2003), pathogens are widespread in the Andean region (Merino-Viteri et al. 2005; Ron and
Merino 2000), and the national deforestation rate (about half a
million acres per year) is among the tenth highest in the world
(CLIRSEN 2006). Most recent estimates indicate that at least 141
Ecuadorian amphibian species are threatened with extinction, with
5–25 presumably already extinct (updated from the Global Amphibian Assessment, IUCN et al. 2004); 84% of the threatened
species live in the Andean Region. These numbers could be underestimated because at least 131 additional species are classified
Data Deficient. It is expected that the number of threatened species will increase with further data.
The potential to have great losses or gains in the conservation
of amphibians depends on immediate actions. Under these circumstances, Pontificia Universidad Católica del Ecuador (PUCE)
is implementing the Project “Balsa de los Sapos” (Life raft for
frogs), which includes a Strategic Plan for the Conservation of the
Ecuadorian Amphibians in Risk of Extinction. Goals and activities within this initiative follow major guidelines of the global
strategy for conservation of amphibians and the ACAP (Gascon et
al. 2007). Thus, the Strategic Plan includes five major programs
that are complementary to each other: 1) monitoring and research
of native amphibians; 2) improvement of local capacities; 3) exsitu management of all endangered species; 4) environmental education and public awareness; and 5) bioinformatics and diffusion
of information. Diverse research laboratories of PUCE and its
Museum of Zoology (QCAZ) have converged towards this ambitious project and several activities are already underway. Among
them, PUCE raised awareness about the importance of amphibians and their crisis through a public amphibian exhibit “Sapari,”
carried out in Quito in 2005, which was attended by 105,000 visitors in 90 days. As well, PUCE is building capacity and initiating
breeding programs for amphibians. A pilot center (with seed support of the Saint Louis Zoo) has been established for research,
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management, and ex-situ conservation of some species, such as
the surviving species of Atelopus (i.e., A. exiguus, A. elegans, A.
palmatus, A. spumarius, A. sp.) and around a dozen species of
Andean and Chocoan frogs under high risk of extinction. More
information on this Ecuadorian “Life-Raft” initiative is available
at AmphibiaWebEcuador (2006).
Manchester University, England
ANDREW GRAY
e-mail: andrew.r.gray@manchester.ac.uk

At Manchester University’s Museum, an important and specialized collection of Costa Rican anuran species is being professionally and demographically managed. Although unusual to find such
a conservation-focused live collection in a museum, the level of
animal care and commitment Manchester is providing also fulfils
many aspects of the institution’s key objectives. Increasingly,
museums are considered to have to play an important role in delivering some of societies global responsibilities. Endeavoring to
put something real back to the planet through their amphibian conservation work allows Manchester Museum to do this in a very
powerful and meaningful way. The development of global academic links and the support and involvement with ‘in country’
initiatives further validates this. Large captive colonies for several selected species form a backbone to the successful captive
breeding programs that have been initiated here and, apart from
having the benefit of a multi-disciplined team of scientists on the
doorstep, the collection forms part of a valuable educational and
research resource. Many students conduct non-invasive behavioral
and biological projects in the department and are also directly involved in supporting conservation efforts through fieldwork.
Amphibian Research Centre in Australia
GERRY MARANTELLI

Established by Gerry Marantelli in 1994, the ARC is a selffunded private facility dedicated to conservation management,
research, and education for Australian anurans. The ARC currently
holds one of the largest amphibian collections in the world and is
involved with ten Nationally Endangered frog species (e.g., Hunter
et al. 1999). Management activities also include pioneering work
with hygiene and automation: in December 2004 the ARC hosted
a workshop “Captivity, Reintroduction and Disease Control Technologies for Amphibians,” from which the presentations are available online at the ARC website (www.frogs.org.au). Research efforts include work on assisted reproductive technologies,
cryopreservation, and control of introduced Cane Toads. ARC was
involved in the discovery of the amphibian chytrid (Berger et al.
1998) and subsequent research on its biology (Berger et al. 2004,
2005; Marantelli et al. 2004), diagnostics (Berger et al. 2002), and
treatment (Woodhams et al. 2003). The ARC also focuses on public education through activities like school group tours, classroom
tadpole projects, and housing the community outreach Victorian
Frog Group. The ARC website is one of the largest and most popular frog websites in the world with over 1.5 million total hits and
80–100,000 visitors each month. ARC work is funded through
corporate and private sponsorships, government threatened species recovery programs, and through sales of captive-bred pet frogs

of common native species, live food items and other hobbyist supplies, and popular frog-related items.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The ACAP is an outline of proposed programs and priorities to
work towards a synthetic research and conservation program to
amphibian conservation. It is not a detailed plan of action, complete with tasks and funding assigned to specific labs and persons.
Sadly, such critical details and organization must await remarkably ambitious and successful fundraising programs (e.g., 2008
Year of the Frog, and proposed activities by the Amphibian Specialist Group). In the meantime, however, inaction is not acceptable and we put forward that the questions and initiatives outlined
in ACAP and in various Amphibian Ark documents offer a broad
menu of academic honors thesis, dissertation, and post-graduate
topics, as well as questions and challenges tractable to zoos, aquariums, botanical gardens, and natural history museums of all sizes.
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